Abstract. Deciding whether a service S can be substituted by another service S is an important problem in practice and one of the research challenges in service-oriented computing. In this paper, we define three substitutability notions for services. Accordance specifies that S cooperates with at least the environments that S cooperates with. S and S are equivalent if they cooperate with the same environments. To guarantee that S cooperates with a fixed subset of environments that S cooperates with, the notion of restriction can be used. For each substitutability notion we present a decision algorithm. To this end we apply the concept of an operating guideline of a service as an abstract representation of all environments the service cooperates with.
Introduction
In the paradigm of service-oriented computing (SOC) [1] , a service serves as a building block for designing flexible business processes by composing multiple services. Such a (composed) service is subject to changes. There may hardly ever be a total renewal or upgrade of the overall service. Instead, individual services will be replaced by better ones, because the service was too expensive or some new functionality has been added, for instance. Service substitutability, that is, deciding whether a service can be substituted by another service, is one of the most notable SOC research challenges [2] .
Obviously, a service S can be substituted by another service S if no environment can distinguish them, that is, they are equivalent. In practice, however, more flexible notions than equivalence are relevant as well. In general, substituting S by S either should gain or preserve properties of the overall service.
In order to guarantee that substituting S by S indeed gains and/or preserves specific properties, support of formal methods is needed. To this end we need to characterize different properties of substitutability, resulting in different substitutability notions. In the next step, we have to develop algorithms to decide substitutability for each notion.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the service protocol, that is, to the behavior of a service, and abstract from other important aspects like quality of service and semantics. As our formal model we use open nets, a special class of Petri nets. An open net has an interface for communication with other open nets via asynchronous message passing. To meet different application scenarios that are relevant in practice we introduce three substitutability notions: accordance (S cooperates with at least every environment S cooperates with), equivalence (S and S cooperate with the same environments), and restriction (S cooperates with at least a fixed subset of environments S cooperates with). Furthermore, a property-preserving substitutability notion is derived which is more fine-grained than restriction. For each such notion we present a decision algorithm based on the concept of an operating guideline as an abstract representation of all environments a given service can cooperate with. Operating guidelines have been suggested to support service discovery so far. In this paper, we show that operating guidelines are well-suited for deciding substitutability of services, too. To this end we use known results, extend some notions, and also provide new results on operating guidelines.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the preliminaries. There, we recall our service models, open nets and service automata, as well as operating guidelines. Then, in Sect. 4 we introduce the notion of accordance. Restriction is explained in Sect. 5 . From accordance and restriction we derive in Sect. 6 two further substitutability notions. Related work is discussed in Sect. 7 and finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 8.
Service Models
In this section, we introduce open nets, a special class of Petri nets, as a formal model for services and service automata as a technique to analyze the interaction behavior of open nets. We will show that an open net can easily be translated into a service automaton and vice versa, so we can consider our analysis questions on both models alike.
Open Nets
We assume the usual definition of a (place/transition) Petri net N = [P, T, F ] (see [3] , for instance) and use the standard notation to denote the preset and postset of a place or a transition:
• x = {y | (y, x) ∈ F } and x • = {y | (x, y) ∈ F }.
A marking of a Petri net N is a mapping m : P → N. We use a multiset notation to denote markings and write m = [p 1 , p 1 , p 2 ] for a marking m with m(p 1 ) = 2, m(p 2 ) = 1, and m(p) = 0 for all p ∈ P \{p 1 , p 2 }. If Q ⊇ P , a marking m : P → N extends canonically to m : Q → N by m(p) = 0 for each p ∈ Q \ P .
Open nets were introduced in [4] using the term "open workflow nets". Open nets are a special class of Petri nets and can be seen as a generalized version of van der Aalst's workflow nets [5] , which have been proven successful for the modeling of business processes and workflows. As a substantial difference, an open net has an interface that consists of a set of input places and a set of output places for asynchronous communication with an environment. This idea is based on the module concept for Petri nets which was proposed by Kindler [6] . Suitability of open nets for modeling services has been proven through an implemented translation (see [7] , for instance) from the industrial service description language WS-BPEL [8] into open nets.
As a global name space, we assume a set MC of message channels given. For technical reasons, we require that the special symbols τ (representing a noncommunicating step) and final (used to denote final states) are not in MC.
Definition 1 (Open net).
An open net N = [P, P in , P out , T, F, m 0 , Ω] consists of a Petri net [P, T, F ] together with -two disjoint sets P in ⊆ (P ∩ MC) of input places such that
• p in = ∅ for all p in ∈ P in and P out ⊆ (P ∩ MC) of output places such that p out • = ∅ for all p out ∈ P out , -a distinguished initial marking m 0 , and -a set Ω of final markings such that no transition of N is enabled at any m ∈ Ω. Let P io = P in ∪ P out denote the interface of N . We further require that neither the initial nor a final marking marks any interface place p ∈ P io .
The behavior of an open net (i.e. enabledness and firing of transitions) is defined using the standard (place/transition) Petri net semantics (see [3] , for instance), that is, a transition is enabled if each place of its preset holds a token. An enabled transition t can fire in a marking m by consuming tokens from the preset places and producing tokens for the postset places, yielding a marking m . In order to assign an intuitively consistent meaning to final markings, we restrict our approach to such open nets where a marking in Ω does not enable any transition.
As an example, Fig. 1(a) shows an open net model of an online shop. Interaction of open nets is represented by their composition. Two open nets N 1 and N 2 are composable if they only share interface places and the input places of N 1 are exactly the output places of N 2 and vice versa (i.e. P in 1 = P out 2 and P in 2 = P out 1 ). For two markings m 1 of N 1 and m 2 of N 2 , their composition
. From now on, if two open nets N 1 and N 2 are composed, we implicitly assume they are composable.
Definition 2 (Composition of open nets).
The composition of (composable) open nets N 1 and N 2 is the open net N = N 1 ⊕ N 2 defined as follows: , it waits for a login from a client. After the client logged in, the shop concurrently waits for an order which it then will deliver and it waits for a confirmation of the terms of payment and sends an invoice afterwards. -
A marking m of an open net N is a deadlock in N iff m is no final marking of N and m does not enable any transition of N . This definition of a deadlock differs from the standard definition in literature as we discriminate between terminating (final) states and non-terminating states (i.e. a deadlocks). Deadlock-freedom is a fundamental correctness criterion for cooperating services. In contrast, an open net representing a service in isolation usually has deadlocks. As an example, each of the open nets in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) on its own has at least one deadlock, whereas the open net in Fig. 1(c) is deadlock-free.
Definition 3 (Strategy).
An open net M is a (open net) strategy for an open net N if their composition is deadlock-free. Strat(N ) denotes the set of all strategies for N .
If Strat(N ) = ∅, then N is called controllable, otherwise N is uncontrollable. Uncontrollable services are fundamentally ill-designed.
Note that according to Definition 3, the strategy notion is symmetric, that is, M is a strategy for N iff N is a strategy for M . In Sect. 3 we will show how to decide controllability of a given service N by synthesizing a strategy M , thus fixing one side of this symmetry. If N is uncontrollable, then the synthesis produces an "empty strategy".
Obviously, the client N client in Fig. 1(b) is a strategy for the shop N shop in Fig. 1(a) (and vice versa) . Hence, N shop is controllable (and so is N client ).
The set Strat(N ) is of particular importance as it gives a semantics of an open net N in terms of N 's deadlock-free interacting environments. In Sections 4 -6, we introduce several substitutability notions which all are based on comparing the corresponding sets of strategies.
Service Automata
Service automata [9] 
Definition 4 (Service automaton).
A service automaton is an automaton A = [Q, I in , I out , δ, q 0 , Ω] that consists of -a set Q of states, -two disjoint sets I in ⊆ MC of input channels and I out ⊆ MC of output channels, with I io = I in ∪ I out is the interface of A, -a nondeterministic transition relation δ ⊆ Q × (I io ∪ {τ }) × Q, -a distinguished initial state q 0 ∈ Q, and -a set Ω ⊆ Q of final states, such that q ∈ Ω and (q, x, q ) ∈ δ implies x ∈ I in .
For a transition (q, x, q ) ∈ δ, x is called the label of (q, x, q ). An x-labeled transition is a sending transition if x ∈ I out , a receiving transition if x ∈ I in , and an internal transition if x = τ . To emphasize the direction of an interface channel x ∈ I io in the graphical representation of a service automaton, we add an exclamation mark, !x, if x ∈ I out , or a question mark, ?x, if x ∈ I in . Figure 2 shows three service automata which correspond to the three open nets of Fig. 1 .
In the following, we lift notions defined for open nets to service automata. Two service automata are composable if they have disjoint sets of states and the input channels of one automaton are the output channels of the other automaton and vice versa. From now on, we assume all composed service automata are composable.
The composition A ⊕ B of composable service automata A and B introduces an internal message bag (i.e. a multiset) of currently pending messages that were sent by one automaton, but not yet received by the other one. That way, a prior x-labeled sending transition of A is represented in A ⊕ B by an internal (i.e. τ -labeled) transition that adds one x element to the message bag M . Correspondingly, a prior transition receiving an x is represented by a now internal transition removing an x from the message bag. Prior internal transitions remain as internal transitions in A ⊕ B. This is formalized in the following definition.
Definition 5 (Composition of service automata).
For (composable) service automata A and B, their composition is defined as the service automaton A ⊕ B = [Q, I in , I out , δ, q 0 , Ω] defined as follows:
such that the transition relation δ contains the elements
In the rest of this paper, we will only consider the connected part of the service automaton A ⊕ B which contains the initial state (i.e. only states which are δ-reachable from q 0 ).
A state q is a deadlock in A if q / ∈ Ω and at most receiving transitions leave q. Hence, a service automaton cannot leave a deadlock by its own.
Definition 6 (Strategy).
A service automaton A is a strategy (service automaton) for a service automaton B if their composition is free of deadlocks.
In analogy to open nets, let Strat(A) denote the set of all strategies for a service automaton A. A is controllable iff Strat(A) = ∅.
Translating Open Nets into Service Automata and Back
In [10] Additionally, it is easily possible to translate a service automaton A into an open net N A by constructing a Petri net state machine out of A or by applying the theory of regions [11] , for instance.
Open nets are well-suited to model services as they have a more implicit and compact model and are thus more understandable for service designers than service automata. Service automata, in contrast, adequately model service behavior and thus are well-suited to analyze services. The value of the back and forth translation is that we can change arbitrarily between these two formalisms without loosing information w.r.t. Strat. Hence, it is sufficient to develop our analysis techniques for service automata, but to model on the Petri net level.
Operating Guidelines
Operating guidelines were first introduced in [9] and generalized in [10] . Basically, an operating guideline OG A of a service automaton A is a special service automaton B where each state q of B is annotated with a Boolean formula φ(q). Such a Boolean annotated service automaton (BSA) B φ can be used to characterize a set of service automata [9, 10] . Therefore, we define a matching relation between a service automaton B and a Boolean annotated service automaton B φ . B φ characterizes B iff B matches with B φ . An operating guideline OG A of a service automaton A is a special BSA where B matches with OG A iff B is a strategy for A.
A literal of our Boolean formulae is a channel in MC or one of the special literals τ and final (representing an internal transition and a final state, respectively). Let, for the rest of this paper, MC + denote the set MC ∪ {final , τ }. As
Boolean connectors, we only use ∨ (Boolean or ) and ∧ (Boolean and ). Let BF be the set of all such Boolean formulae over MC + . As usual, we fix the truth values true and false. A (Boolean) assignment is a mapping β : MC + → {true, false} assigning to each literal a truth value. Furthermore, an assignment β satisfies a Boolean formula φ ∈ BF (β |= φ) if φ evaluates to true using standard propositional logic semantics.
The restriction of BSAs to deterministic structures as well as negation-free formulae eases the decision procedures in the upcoming sections while providing all sufficient information needed for operating guidelines.
Thereby, a service automaton is deterministic if it has no internal transitions and each state has at most one x-labeled outgoing transition.
For matching a service automaton A with a BSA B φ , the present outgoing transitions of a state q of A constitute an assignment for φ(q):
An assignment of a service automaton A assigns to each state q of A a Boolean assignment β A (q) : MC + → {true, false} defined as follows:
true, if x = final and there is a state q with (q, x, q ) ∈ δ A , true, if x = final and q ∈ Ω A , false, otherwise.
A BSA is used to characterize a set of service automata. Let therefore be the matching of a service automaton with a BSA defined as follows:
Definition 9 (Matching).
Let A be a service automaton and B φ be a BSA. A matches with B φ if there is a weak simulation relation ⊆ Q A × Q B such that for each (q A , q B ) ∈ :
Let Match(B φ ) denote the set of all service automata that match with B φ .
The weak simulation relation [12] together with possible τ literals in φ allow the deterministic B φ for characterizing deterministic as well as nondeterministic service automata [10] . According to this definition, an operating guideline is a special BSA. For uncontrollable service automata A (i.e. Strat(A) = ∅) we fix an OG that consists of a single state that is annotated with false, assuring that no service automaton matches with this OG. In [10] we have presented an algorithm to compute an operating guideline of a service where the inner of the service (cp. Sect. 2.2) has finitely many reachable states. For services without this restriction, we were able to show that controllability is undecidable [13] . The OG construction algorithm computes a special strategy. Therefore it starts with an overapproximation of compatible behavior of any strategy and then removes deadlock-causing states iteratively. Finally, the annotations are derived from information collected during the computation. If Fig. 2(a) . To characterize also nondeterministic strategies, each Boolean annotation φ(q) is implicitly extended to φ(q) ∨ τ and thus evaluated to true if the matched service automaton has an outgoing τ -transition in the corresponding state (cp. Definition 8).
the service is uncontrollable, the algorithm eventually removes all states. The algorithm is implemented in our tool Fiona [7] . 3 
Accordance
In this section, we define our first substitutability notion, accordance. A service A accords with a service A if A cooperates with at least the environments that A cooperates with. That is, if the composition of A and an environment B is deadlock-free, then deadlock-freedom is preserved if A is substituted by A .
A Notion of Accordance
Given a service automaton A, it might be necessary to change or add some functionality of A by substituting it by a new version A . With accordance, we demand that this substitution must not affect any client of A: every current client of A has to be supported by A as well. Because we assume that A does not know each client that uses A, A must support each potential clients of A, i.e. all elements in Strat(A). An application for accordance is the upgrade of a web shop which should not affect any client. This motivates the following notion of accordance between service automata A and A . To this end A and A must be interface equivalent (i.e. I in A = I in A and I out A = I out A ).
Definition 11 (Accordance).
Let A and A be interface equivalent service automata. A substitutes A under accordance (short: A accords with A) iff Strat(A) ⊆ Strat(A ).
Accordance guarantees that every strategy for A is a strategy for A as well. In other words, if A accords with A, then every client of A is also a client of A . In addition, accordance allows for new clients of A . Thus, accordance seems to be the right notion to achieve the goal mentioned above.
The notion of accordance has been first introduced in [14, 15] . However, the decision procedure for accordance was limited to acyclic finite state services there. In this paper, we extend this procedure to cyclic finite state services.
Deciding Accordance
In order to decide accordance of A and A , we need to compare Strat(A) and Strat(A ). The problem is that the set Strat may correspond to a large (in fact infinite) set of service automata. With the operating guidelines of A and A we have, however, a finite representation of Strat(A) and Strat(A ). In the following, we show how accordance can be decided by using operating guidelines. To this end we define a refinement relation for operating guidelines. Informally, OG A OG A , that is, OG A refines OG A iff there is a simulation relation between the states of OG A and OG A such that the annotations in OG A imply the annotations in OG A . . Two operating guidelines with OG small OG big . For instance, (q2, s2) ∈ ξ with φ(q2) ⇒ φ(s2), and (q4, s4) ∈ ξ and (q4, s5) ∈ ξ with φ(q4) ⇒ φ(s4) and φ(q4) ⇒ φ(s5).
Definition 12 (Relation of OGs). Let A and A be interface equivalent service automata and let OG A = [Q, I in , I out , δ, q 0 , Ω, φ] and OG A = [Q , I in , I out , δ , q 0 , Ω , φ ] be the corresponding operating guidelines. Then, OG A OG A iff there is a simulation relation ξ ⊆ Q × Q such that for all (q, q ) ∈ ξ, the formula φ(q) ⇒ φ (q ) is a tautology.
The relation is a preorder, that is, it is reflexive and transitive. By help of the next theorem we show that OG A refines OG A iff A accords with A and thus it can be used to decide accordance of A and A . An example is depicted in Fig. 5 .
Theorem 1 (Checking accordance).
Let A and A be two service automata and let OG A and OG A be the corresponding operating guidelines. Then, OG A OG A iff Strat(A) ⊆ Strat(A ).
For the proof of this theorem we rely on a fact about operating guidelines as constructed in [10] . As we cannot repeat the whole approach of [10] , we only include the following proposition and prove Theorem 1.
Proposition 1.
For every operating guideline OG A = [Q, I in , I out , δ, q 0 , Ω, φ] (of some controllable service automaton A) and all q ∈ Q, the formula φ(q)
(1) uses only literals x where there is some q ∈ Q with (q, x, q ) ∈ δ, and (2) is satisfied for the assignment assigning true to all literals in φ(q).
Proof (of Theorem 1).
Let OG A = [Q, I in , I out , δ, q 0 , Ω, φ] and OG A = [Q , I in , I out , δ , q 0 , Ω , φ ] be the OGs of service automata A and A , respectively. (⇒): Let OG A OG A and let B be an arbitrary strategy service automaton for A. We show that B is a strategy for A , too.
Because of B ∈ Strat(A) there is by Definition 9 a simulation relation ⊆ Q B × Q between the states of B and OG A and, because of OG A OG A there is by Definition 12 a simulation relation ξ ⊆ Q × Q between the states of OG A and OG A . Define a relation ⊆ Q B × Q between the states of B and OG A such that (q B , q ) ∈ iff there is a state q of OG A such that (q B , q) ∈ and (q, q ) ∈ ξ. We show that is a simulation relation.
Let q B ∈ Q B and suppose there is a transition (q B , x, q B ) ∈ δ B . From being a simulation relation follows that there is a q ∈ Q with (q B , q) ∈ , (q, x, q 1 ) ∈ δ, and (q B , q 1 ) ∈ . By ξ being a simulation relation there is a q such that (q, q ) ∈ ξ, (q , x, q 1 ) ∈ δ , and (q 1 , q 1 ) ∈ ξ. According to the definition of we have (q B , q ) and (q B , q 1 ) in , and hence we conclude that is a simulation relation between the states of B and OG A .
Next we show for all (q B , q ) ∈ that q B satisfies φ (q ) Next we show for all (q, q ) ∈ ξ, φ(q) ⇒ φ (q ). Let q ∈ Q and let β be an arbitrary assignment to literals occurring in φ(q) where φ(q) is true. Remove from B all transitions (q 1 , x, q 2 ) where β(x) is false. By Definition 9, the resulting service automaton is still a strategy for A and thus a strategy for A . Using Definition 9 again, we can see that β satisfies φ (q ) as well. Thus, φ(q) ⇒ φ (q ) is a tautology for all (q, q ) ∈ ξ. Hence we conclude OG A OG A .
The value of this theorem is that accordance can be checked independently of the environments that A cooperates with and only A and A have to be known to decide accordance. In order to design a service automaton A that accords with A, a designer can either try and check the resulting service or he derives A from A by applying accordance-preserving transformation rules [14] .
For an implementation of the criteria in Theorem. 1, finding the relation ξ is the crucial task. As both OG A and OG A are deterministic, this task actually amounts to a depth-first search through OG A which is mimicked in OG A . The time and space required for finding ξ is thus linear in the number of states and edges of OG A . This size, in turn, is equal to the number of states and edges of a particular strategy for A [16] . The accordance check based on Theorem. 1 has been implemented in our tool Fiona.
Restriction
In this section, we introduce another substitutability notion, restriction. Restriction is -as accordance -used to compare the sets of environments of two service automata A and A . The goal of restriction is to preserve at least a fixed subset of the environments of A by A (instead of all environments of A as in the accordance setting).
A Notion of Restriction
Given a service automaton A, we may want to preserve at least a fixed subset S ⊆ Strat(A) of its strategies when substituting A by a service automaton A . This means, every service automaton S ∈ S is a strategy for both A and A . In contrast to the notion of accordance, here we assume that A has knowledge of its environments. To motivate the need of such a substitutability notion, consider again an upgrade of a web shop. Applications for restriction include: the upgraded shop only supports behavior which is used by major clients and all other clients have to adjust their services; the shop restricts itself to its core competencies and rejects all unprofitable strategies; the shop restricts its behavior to certain scenarios such as payment by credit card, for instance. These considerations lead us to the following definition of restriction.
Definition 13 (Restriction).
Let A and A be interface equivalent service automata and let S = {S 1 , . . . , S n } ⊆ Strat(A). Then, A substitutes A under restriction to S (short: A preserves S) iff S ⊆ Strat(A ).
According to this definition, at least every service automaton in S is a strategy for A , meaning, the substitution preserves at least strategies S. Hence, restriction seems to be the right notion to achieve the above mentioned goal.
Deciding Restriction
The aim of this section is to introduce a decision procedure whether substituting a service automaton A by a service automaton A preserves a set S ⊆ Strat(A) of strategies. Therefore, we have to check that every service automaton S ∈ S is a strategy for A . This decision procedure becomes particularly complex if the set S contains many service automata and we want to check several A . Therefore, we consider the following alternative: since the notion of a strategy is symmetric, it is equivalent to check whether A is a strategy for all S ∈ S. In other words, A ∈ S∈S Strat(S) must hold.
We will show that the intersection S∈S Strat(S) of sets of strategies can be represented by the product of the operating guidelines of all service automata S ∈ S. We start by defining the product OG A ⊗OG B of two operating guidelines OG A and OG B of service automata A and B as an operating guideline which characterizes exactly the intersection Strat(A) ∩ Strat(B). To this end OG A and OG B must be interface equivalent, that is, their underlying automata must be interface equivalent.
Definition 14 (Product of OGs).
Let OG A = C φ1 1 and OG B = C φ2 2 be two (interface equivalent) operating guidelines with C i = [Q i , I in i , I out i , δ i , q 0i , Ω i ], i ∈ {1, 2}. Define ⊆ Q 1 × Q 2 inductively as follows: let (q 01 , q 02 ) ∈ . If (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ , (q 1 , x, q 1 ) ∈ δ 1 , and (q 2 , x, q 2 ) ∈ δ 2 , then (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ . Then, the product OG A ⊗ OG B = [Q, I in , I out , δ, q 0 , Ω, φ] of OG A and OG B is defined by
In a way, the product of operating guidelines is defined analogously to the product of finite automata [17] . Figure 6 shows two interface equivalent operating guidelines and their product (with = {(q1, s1), (q2, s2), (q1, s3)}). We assume !d is an output channel of OG 2 , even though there is no !d-labeled transition in OG 2 . Note that the annotations of OG 1 ⊗ OG 2 are equivalently minimized: the annotation of state φ(q1s1) = (?a ∧ final) ∧ ?a is equivalent to ?a ∧ final. Furthermore, the annotation φ(q2s2) = (!c ∨ !d) ∧ (!c ∨ final) can be minimized to (!c)∧(!c∨final) (which is equivalent to !c) because there is no outgoing !d-labeled transition at state q2s2.
Next, we prove that the product of two operating guidelines characterizes indeed the intersection of the strategies represented by these operating guidelines.
Theorem 2 (Product OG characterizes intersection).
Let OG A and OG B be operating guidelines and OG ⊗ = OG A ⊗ OG B be their product. Then, Match(OG ⊗ ) = Match(OG A ) ∩ Match(OG B ).
Proof. Let OG
(⇒) Let C ∈ Match(OG ⊗ ) and let ⊗ be a simulation relation between C and OG ⊗ . We will show that C ∈ Match(OG A ) and C ∈ Match(OG B ), too.
Let (q C , (q A , q B )) ∈ ⊗ be arbitrary. As ⊗ is simulation relation there is a sequence σ such that q C is reached from q 0C via σ in C and (q A , q B ) is reached from (q 0A , q 0B ) via σ in OG ⊗ . By construction of OG ⊗ , q 0A and q 0B are reached via σ in OG A and OG B , too. By Definition 9 again, we have (q C , q A ) ∈ A and (q C , q B ) ∈ B . Let there be an x-transition leaving q C . From C ∈ Match(OG ⊗ ) and Definition 9 (i.e. the weak simulation relation), we can conclude that there is an x-transition leaving (q A , q B ), too. By the construction of δ in Definition 14,  there is an x-transition leaving q A and one leaving q B . Hence, q A of OG A and q B of OG B simulate q C , too.
Furthermore, we conclude from C ∈ Match(OG ⊗ ) and Definition 9 that the assignment β C (q C ) satisfies φ ((q A , q B ) ). Hence, by the construction of φ in Definition 14, β C (q C ) also satisfies φ A (q A ) and φ B (q B ). Consequently, C matches with OG A and OG B and therefore C ∈ Match(OG A ) ∩ Match(OG B ).
(⇐) Let C ∈ Match(OG A ) and C ∈ Match(OG B ). We show that C ∈ Match(OG ⊗ ).
By C ∈ Match(OG A ) and Definition 9 there is a simulation relation A between C and OG A . Let (q C , q A ) ∈ A be arbitrary. As A is simulation relation there is a sequence σ such that q C is reached from q 0C via σ in C and q A is reached via σ in OG A . By C ∈ Match(OG B ) and Definition 9, there is a simulation relation B and a state q B such that (q C , q B ) ∈ B and q B is reached via σ in OG B . By the construction of δ in Definition 14, (q A , q B ) is reachable in OG ⊗ via σ, too. The rest of the proof follows the same argumentation as above.
The product ⊗ of operating guidelines is commutative and associative, that is, for operating guidelines OG A , OG B , OG C holds OG A ⊗OG B = OG B ⊗OG A and (OG A ⊗ OG B ) ⊗ OG C = OG A ⊗ (OG B ⊗ OG C ). So we conclude that the product operating guideline represents exactly the intersection of all strategy sets for service automata in S:
. . , S n } be a set of interface equivalent service automata and let OG Si be the operating guideline of S i , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let OG ⊗ denote the product of all OG Si . Then, Match(OG ⊗ ) = S∈S Strat(S).
With the help of the above corollary we can prove a theorem which shows that substituting A by A preserves S iff A is a strategy represented by the product operating guideline OG ⊗ .
Theorem 3 (Restriction check with product OGs).
Let A and A be service automata and let S = {S 1 , . . . , S n } ⊆ Strat(A). Let OG Si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be the operating guideline of S i and let OG ⊗ denote the product of all OG Si . Then, A preserves S iff A ∈ Match(OG ⊗ ).
Proof.
We will show that Match(OG ⊗ ) characterizes all service automata A that can substitute A while preserving S. We have:
Strat(S) (by Corollary 1)
= {A | for all S ∈ S : A ∈ Strat(S)} = {A | for all S ∈ S : S ∈ Strat(A )} (because strategy is symmetric) = {A | A preserves S} (by Definition 13) Consequently, the theorem holds.
In order to decide whether substituting A by A preserves S ⊆ Strat(A), we have to construct the operating guideline for each S ∈ S and then calculate the product of these operating guidelines. Time and space complexity for calculating the product of two operating guidelines is proportional to the product of their states. Therefore, this complexity effort only pays off if we check several A . The restriction check based on Theorem 3 has been implemented in our tool Fiona.
Intuitively, the fewer strategies shall be preserved by the substitution (i.e. the smaller S is), the more service automata A exist that may substitute A (i.e. the bigger is Match(OG ⊗ )). Because accordance requires all strategies for A to be preserved by A , but restriction requires only a subset of A's strategies to be preserved by A , there are less services A that accord with A than services A that satisfy restriction. Note that for S = Strat(A) restriction coincides with accordance.
As an advantage, the notion of deprecation provides with OG ⊗ an abstract representation of all substituting service automata A . So, with the help of OG ⊗ , a service automaton A can be derived from OG ⊗ , such that A substitutes A while preserving S. For instance, the underlying service automaton of OG ⊗ itself serves as a valid A . Theorem 3 states that every element in Match(OG ⊗ ) can be used to substitute A. Together with the transformation of a service automaton A into a corresponding open net N A , we are immediately able to derive substituting open nets as well.
In case of accordance, in contrast, we can only check an already given A whether it accords to A or not. To support the construction of according services, we developed accordance-preserving transformation rules to derive from A a service automaton A that accords with A by construction [14] .
Derived Substitutability Notions
In this section, we introduce two more substitutability notions. Both notions can be derived from the notions of accordance and restriction.
Equivalence
The first substitutability notion we derive is a notion of equivalence for service automata. This can be achieved easily by restricting the notion of accordance. Two service automata are equivalent iff they have the same set of strategies.
Definition 15 (Equivalence).
Let A and A be interface equivalent service automata. Then, A equivalently substitutes A (short: A and A are equivalent) iff Strat(A) = Strat(A ).
Obviously, in order to check equivalence of two service automata, we can check equivalence of their respective operating guidelines. Since equivalence means accordance in both directions, we apply Theorem 1 in both directions.
Corollary 2 (Checking equivalence with OGs).
Two operating guidelines OG A and OG B are equivalent iff OG A OG B and OG A OG B .
Constraints
For many substitutability scenarios the three notions of substitutability we have introduced so far are well-suited. However, there are other scenarios in practice that require less restrictive notions. Accordance demands to preserve all strategies for a given service, even those which are practically infeasible: consider that a service A has to interact with two other services, B and C. Assume that A sends a request to either service B or C and concurrently expects an acknowledgement from the respective service. There is a strategy S for A such that S receives the request which A has sent to B and acknowledges on behalf of C. This is, in fact, a valid strategy, but practically impossible if B and C do not communicate with each other. This problem arises in the decentralized setting [18] . Such strategies need not to be preserved when substituting A by A .
As another example, if we want to restrict the set of strategies to profitable strategies or to enforce or exclude certain scenarios (e.g. payment by credit card), then restriction is too inflexible, because we would have to identify all infeasible strategies.
These examples motivate the introduction of a notion of a constraint. Such a constraint can been seen as a behavioral pattern or communication scenario. We will show how to restrict a set of strategies to those strategies that enforce or exclude certain behavioral patterns. In [19] such constraints have been introduced to characterize all strategies for a service that conform to a constraint. This approach is used to filter service registries for services that fit respective strategies and for validating services by checking whether there exist strategies that access certain features. In contrast to [19] , we are interested in services that preserve all strategies that conform to a constraint.
In the following, we define the notion of a constraint BSA C ψ . Intuitively, C ψ is a BSA that constrains send and receive actions of an operating guideline OG A . Here, to constrain means to enforce or to exclude the respective actions of OG A .
Definition 16 (Constraint BSA).
Let A and C be two interface equivalent service automata. Let OG A be an operating guideline of A and let ψ be an annotation to C. Then, C ψ is a constraint BSA for OG A .
Intuitively, OG A represents the set of strategies for A and the constraint BSA C ψ describes the behavior we want to allow or disallow in the restricted subset of strategies. Therefore, their product characterizes all strategies for A that conform to C ψ . Figure 7 depicts generic constraint automata for enforcing or excluding a communication action a.
Given a product OG A ⊗ C ψ , each service automaton A where OG A characterizes exactly these strategies is a well-suited candidate for substituting A. This yields a more fine-grained notion of substitutability under restriction which is covered by the following definition. Definition 17 (Constraint-conforming substitution). Let A, A be service automata and OG A , OG A be the corresponding operating guidelines. Let C ψ be a constraint BSA for OG A . Then, the substitution of A by A conforms to
In analogy to our accordance check based on Theorem 1, this definition provides a verification method only. That is, a given A can be checked whether it is a valid constraint-conforming substitution of A or not. The notion of constraints and the substitutability check based on Definition 17 has been implemented in our tool Fiona.
Related Work
Compatibility (e.g. [20] ) is the ability of two services N and M to interact properly. The literature distinguishes between structural and behavioral compatibility. Structural compatibility demands that the interfaces of both services match whereas behavioral compatibility demands the control flow of the composition N ⊕ M to fulfill some property such as termination. In our model, we demand strong structural compatibility; that is, for each input channel of M , there must be an output channel of N and vice versa. This is due to our definition of composition that requires a closed system. On the level of message exchange, however, we only require weak structural compatibility, meaning, every message that can be sent by M can be received by N and vice versa. Behavioral compatibility, in contrast, ensures that in our model the composition is deadlock-free. Stronger criteria such as absence of deadlocks and livelocks are possible, too. Hence the notion of a strategy we used in this paper is a synonym for compatibility: M and N are (structural and behavioral) compatible if and only if they are strategies.
A service implementation N is consistent (e.g. [20] ) with a service specification N if every compatible service M for N is compatible to N . Thereby, consistency is a synonym for conformance, a notion used in process theory (e.g. [21] [22] [23] ). Conformance is a refinement relation between services (i.e. a preorder). In this paper, we have introduced two consistency notions: accordance which guarantees (the compatibility notion) deadlock-freedom and restriction for which we have extended compatibility to support specific behavior besides deadlockfreedom. Remember that restriction required the preservation of a certain set of strategies.
Substitutability is a collection of consistency notions (together with their corresponding compatibility notions) and each consistency notion corresponds to a specific substitutability scenario. The problem of deciding substitutability is strongly related to the compositionality problem (e.g. [24] ) which refers to constructing a system from components while preserving certain properties of the whole system such as the absence of deadlocks and livelocks.
Various substitutability notions can be found in literature. However, most of them lack of an asynchronous communication model as it is necessary in the context of SOC or efficient decision algorithms; or they are too restrictive.
Vogler presents in [24] a livelock and deadlock preserving equivalence between Petri nets with interfaces. However, there is no direct implication in either direction between the equivalence of Vogler and accordance.
For workflow nets (WFNs) [5] the notion of inheritance [25, 26] is used two relate two WFNs that can be substituted. Inheritance bases on branching bisimulation. As a difference, the inheritance approach assumes a synchronous communication model (i.e. transition fusion). In [14] , our notion of accordance has been proven to be more liberal than the notion of projection inheritance, that is, projection inheritance implies accordance.
Martens [27] presents a refinement notion for workflow modules. Workflow modules -like open nets -are a Petri net formalism to model (web) services. However, workflow modules are subject to several syntactic restrictions (similar to workflow nets) and therefore less general than open nets. To decide refinement of acyclic workflow modules, Martens introduces a data structure called communication graph and a simulation relation on these graphs. A communication graph in some sense represents the communication behavior of a service and can be compared to a reduced version of our underlying automaton B of an operating guideline OG = B Φ without any annotations. Due to the limitations of workflow modules and the loss of information by the reductions compared to our OGs, his structural simulation relation on communication graphs is only sufficient for refinement (accordance, in our terms) of services, whereas we were able to prove a criterion that is necessary and sufficient. This is proven in Fig. 8 .
Bonchi et al. [28] also model the behavior of services with Petri nets. They propose saturated bisimulation as equivalence notion. Saturated bisimulation is, however, too restrictive to allow reordering of sending messages. For example, two nets that differ in the order of sending two messages a and b are not saturated bisimular.
In [29] [30] [31] [32] automata models are used to decide substitutability. All these approaches use only synchronous communication whereas we consider asynchronous message passing. Benatallah et al. [31] present four notions of substitutability. In this paper, we cover all of them. Equivalence and subsumption mean in our notion equivalence and accordance. In the third notion, service S can be substituted by S assuming the environment E is known. In this setting, we would check whether S is a strategy for E. Finally, in the fourth notion, S is substituted by S w.r.t. an interaction role R, that is, the intersection of S and R has to behave as S . In our notion we would check if OG R ⊗ OG S OG S .
Refinement relations similar to our notion of accordance are also used in the setting of service contracts. Several refinement relations have been proposed in literature. Bravetti and Zavattaro [21] model services as CCS-like processes. Their proposed conformance relation is stricter than accordance because besides the absence of deadlocks it also excludes livelocks and infinite runs. To decide conformance, the authors prove "should testing" [33] to be a sufficient criterion for their conformance notion. As the main difference, our algorithm to decide accordance, which is based on operating guidelines, is complete in the sense that it is sufficient and necessary and it is implemented in our analysis tool Fiona. In [34] , Bravetti and Zavattaro enhance their correctness criterion by ensuring whenever a message can be sent, the other service is ready to receive this message. Systems that behave this way are called strongly compliant.
Castagna et al. [22] introduce a conformance notion that formalizes the absence of deadlocks and livelocks in finite-state systems. In contrast to accordance and other conformance notions, their conformance notion only demands the termination of the environment but not the termination of the process itself. In [35] this conformance notion has been proven equivalent to "must testing" [36] . Note that "must testing" is a weaker equivalence notion than "should testing" as it cannot distinguish between a loop (i.e. a potentially infinite run) and a livelock.
Our accordance notion is also related to testing (see [37, 38] , for instance). A test for a process N is a process S such that S can always terminate in the composition with N (as required by the conformance notion of [22] ). So it is easy to see that every strategy is a specific test that guarantees the termination of the test and the process. Our accordance criterion requires proper termination of both components. As two uncontrollable processes are not necessarily structurally related, accordance seems to be different from most preorders in literature. Thus, there seems to be no obvious relationship between accordance and a known preorder. A detailed comparison of accordance and other preorders is, however, outside the scope of this paper. Fig. 9 . Accordance does not imply stuck-free conformance of [23] : N accords with N , but N does not conform to N .
Fournet et al. [23] consider CCS processes of asynchronous message passing software components. They present stuck-free conformance of such processes. Stuck-freedom formalizes as accordance the absence of deadlocks in the system. To check conformance, the model checker Zing [39] is used. Stuck-free conformance requires among others that an implemented process N simulates its original process N . Our approach, in contrast, requires a simulation relation between operating guidelines of N and N ; that is, we do not compare N and N , but their strategies. Figure 9 depicts two processes N and N where N accords with N , but N does not conform to N . The reason is, after having received b, the net N can receive c and N does not. Thus, N does not simulate N . Therefore, it seems that our notion of accordance is coarser than stuck-free conformance.
Busi et al. [40] present a notion of conformance between a choreography language based on WS-CDL and an orchestration language based on abstract WS-BPEL. This conformance notion is branching bisimulation. Conformance can be used to check if the implementation (i.e. the orchestrated system) behaves accordingly the conversation rules of the choreography. Like saturated bisimulation in [28] , branching bisimulation is also too restrictive to allow reordering of messages.
The ComFoRT framework [41] analyzes whether a software component S implemented in the programming language C can be substituted by another software component S . S can be substituted by S if the following two criteria hold: (i) Every behavior possible in S must also be a behavior of S , and (ii) the new version of the software system must satisfy previously established correctness properties. Behavior inclusion is verified by trace comparison of the software components, which also does not allow the reordering of messages.
Pathak et al. [42] focus on a substitutability notion that preserves certain properties of a service S to be substituted. The properties are expressed by a µ-calculus formula φ. Then, a µ-calculus formula ψ is calculated such that all services S that satisfy ψ can substitute S. Due to the expressiveness of the µ-calculus in comparison to our proposed constraints on visible actions of open nets, this approach generalizes of our property-preserving substitution, but it assumes, however, a synchronous communication model.
Finally, the idea of using annotated automata as a representation of a set of automata has been first published in [43] .
Conclusion
We have investigated the problem whether a service S can be substituted by another service S . Based on our formal models of open nets and service automata, we have defined different substitutability notions for services: accordance, restriction (in two variants), and equivalence. That way we can formally support various substitutability scenarios which may occur in practice.
As our substitutability notions compare the infinite sets of all deadlock-free interacting services for S and S , the presented decision algorithms apply the concept of an operating guideline as a finite representation of these sets of services. That way we can decide accordance and equivalence for S and S . In addition, we defined the notion of a product operating guideline to specify the intersection of the services represented by several operating guidelines. Product operating guidelines are well-suited to characterize all deadlock-free interacting services for a fixed set of services and can therefore be used for deciding restriction and the more fine-grained restriction notion of property-preserving substitutability.
We implemented all decision algorithms presented in this paper in our analysis tool Fiona. The main functionality of Fiona is to calculate an operating guideline of a service modeled as an open net. With the help of the compiler BPEL2oWFN we can translate WS-BPEL processes into our formal model open nets. Using Fiona we can decide on the open net model whether these WS-BPEL processes can be substituted according to one of the presented substitutability notions. That way we can apply our results to practical applications.
In ongoing research, we will work on other termination criteria than deadlockfreedom. This includes the absence of livelocks and the absence of infinite runs. We will also continue working out a precise relationship of our accordance notion with preorders known from process algebra.
